Abstract. A technique is described for estimating a foliage profile in a forest by a combination of measurements over random lines of points: (1) counts of leaf contacts on a plumb line below a tripod, (2) sightings on the heights of lowest leaves over grids of points, and (3) the proportions of sky unobscured by leaves.
The problem Basically we erect many vertical lines through the forest from randomly chosen points on the ground. We can make two measurements about such lines: (1) We can measure how many of the lines intersect no leaves at all. (2) We can, for those lines that pass through a leaf, measure the vertical distance to the first leaf. (Others may be hidden behind the first, so only the first is regularly measurable although near the ground all are.) Finally, for distant leaves (or very small ones like conifer leaves) it is hard to say where a line intersects the first leaf because every real line is not quite one dimensional in the way an imaginary one is. Faced with this difficulty, we use measurement (1), above, but otherwise measurement (2) is more informative. The problem is to use these measurements to get a profile of foliage density.
Choice of sample points Most census plots are somewhat heterogeneous and a mixture of systematic and random sampling is most efficient. Lay several straight lines of 30 m length upon the census area; (e.g. if the plot is 2/3 on a ridge and 1/3 in a valley put 2/3 of the 30 m lines on the ridge). Alternatively the whole area can be marked in a grid and one line placed in each square. Each line can begin in a chosen part of the habitat, but a randomly spun stick should determine its direction. Lay out a 30-m tape in exactly this random direction and select about 10 points on the tape with a table of random numbers. (We used to take points alternately 1.5 im and 3 m from either side of the tape to keep the points from being in a straight line, but we are not convinced it was of anv theoretical value. It did mean, however, that small errors in laying down the tape. e.g.. avoiding walking through a cholla cactus, were not critical.) From these points, then, vertical measurements are taken.
The measurements A tripod with a plumb line calibrated in centimeters or feet from the ground is set over the random point and a reflex camera with a telephoto lens (to measure accurately the focusing distance) pointed vertically is fixed atop the tripod. (1) The number and position of leaves touching the plumb line is recorded. (In grassy fields we push a stiff wire down by hand, recording the number and position of leaves.) (2) We use the camerafocusing screen with a scratched grid to sight vertically and erect imaginary lines; when a single leaf covers more than one point, only one point is used.
Low ccanopy.-In a forest with no high or small leaves we use the distance to the first leaf above each intersection in the grid as the primary measurement. Since we only use first leaves, in contrast to the plumb line where all were measured, we need more information and hence for each random point on the ground we make many measurements of the distance to first leaf. (We use a grid with 16 intersections, enough for many measurements and few enough for us to keep track of.) We record these heights as numbers read from the focusing scale of the telephoto lens. (If a single leaf covers more than one point, we either count only one of the points, or we measure distances to first leaf from a large number of additional points, depending on whether large, low leaves are rare or common.) When measuring dense foliage we add more points until several lines penetrate to the sky or to the canopy, where the second kind of measurement is used. If we don't take this precaution, we calculate an infinite foliage density in the understory.
High canopy.-Where the leaves become so high or so small that it is difficult to tell which leaf is above a point on the screen of the camera, we fall back on the other kind of measurement: the number of vertical lines which pass through no leaves at all. For this we need even more information. Therefore, instead of just using the vertical lines above the intersection points of the grid on the camera screen, we use the infinity of vertical lines above all points on the screen. That is, we estimate the proportion of sky on the image of the canopy on the screen. The per cent cover is estimated by the per cent of grid squares more than 50% covered. In case of difficulty in estimation, this measurement can be made by using the proportion of grid intersections which are against the sky. Since about 100 points are necessary for this, we move the camera slightly until we have enough. Since this measurement does not tell which height the leaves are, it gives a less satisfactory profile. Normally it only needs to be used above 15 m, so leaves below 15 m should not be allowed to block the sky. To achieve this we either i) only estimate the proportion of sky in those squares which have no leaves under 15 m or ii) move the camera slightly (still pointing at the same field in the canopy) so as to measure the silhouette of the canopy behind a particular leaf. We measure the heights of the top and bottom of the canopy from the focusing scale of the telephoto lens. Comparison of vertical and horizontal profiles These are not theoretically identical, because the vertically measured profile is determined by the horizontal silhouette of the leaves, while the horizontally measured profile is determined by the vertical silhouette. For instance, erect grass blades have a much higher horizontal density than vertical, while forest leaves are about equal in both directions. For a truly precise foliage area profile we could combine these in Pythagorean fashion, but in practice the layer profiles are very similar when calculated either way.
Example
The horizontal measurements, at least using the distance at which a board is half obscure (MacArthur and MacArthur 1961, Ecology 42: 594-598), are quicker for the same sampling accuracy in nonforest habitats.
The vertical measurements can be done in any habitat, give a plant species diversity (by identifying the leaves) and, best of all, make it easy to estimate the patchiness of the habitat. For instance, averaging the results from all the random points on one 30-m tape will give a good sample to compare with the average from another.
